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Thisinvention pertains to ‘wood‘?ooring and in par 
rticulartto laminated .wood?ooring and more speci?cally 
stillto ?ooring in the ‘form-‘of a .oombination‘sub-?oor 

‘i and .top floor. ‘ 
In ‘the laying 1of ?oors in abuilding, such as a resi 

dence structure‘it is customary to~lay sub-?ooring on the 
joistsandthento apply the top I?ooring on top of the 
Sll'b'x?GOT. This arrangement is generally satisfactory so 
long‘as .the-?ooringremains tight but thereis a tendency 
,‘to- work ‘loose and'squeak after a period of-time. ‘ Fur 

» ther, the‘ laying of sub-flooring and then the subsequent 
‘laying thereon ‘of top ?ooring represents two ‘complete 

‘ ‘and independent operations thus-involving the‘ expendi~ 
ture of considerableitime and labor. In any case where 

‘ top flooring ‘is “laid, separatelypfrom the sub-?ooring it is 
‘necessary to ‘carry out‘ extensive ?nishing ‘operations on 
‘the'floor. in order to ‘bring the surface .to the desired 
.?nished ‘condition. ' 

Having the ‘foregoing .in mind,.the primary object of 
thepresent ‘invention is to provide a floor member to. be 
laid on joists. of ‘a building to. form ‘ the ‘floor ithereofpand 
.whichmember comprises as an integral unit ‘both the sub 

' ?oortand top .?oor.‘ 
. Another ~object :of the invention ‘is the provision of a 
wood ,panel of'substantial size consisting of‘ integrally 
joined ‘top. floor and‘sub-?oor that can-be laid‘ directlyion 
the joists of ‘.a building to make‘ up .the ?ooring thereon. 
A still further object of the invention is theiiprovision 

.of a ‘combination sulb~?oor and‘ top‘ floor vunit‘for being 
laid in the .joists. of a ‘building to make up the ?oorthere 
.of on which squeaking of the floors is entirelyeliminated. 
A still further. object of this invention‘is‘ the ‘provision 

ofa panel member that‘ can ‘be laid‘on'the joists of a 
buildingjinaking up a ?oor‘which ;can ‘be applied .to sub 
..?ooring ‘and whichpanelmember is‘sealedvand which 

‘ will remain ‘tight and squeak-proof for along ‘period. 
A furthero'bject of the present invention is the provision 

of a factory constructed ?oor panel having in combination 
sub-‘?ooring ' and ?nished top ?ooring ‘integrally secured 

.. to the sub-?oor so'that thememberrcan be laid on the 
joists of .a building to- make up a complete sealed tight 
,?oorin a single operation. 
A further object of the present invention is the pro 

vision of an arrangement for laying floors in buildings 
such that factory ?nished panels can be employed thereby 
vmaking itpossible to create a variety of .di?erent‘?oor 
patterns without the great expense that accompanies the 
creation of such patterns in the floor at the time it is 
laid. 

Another object of this invention is the provision of a 
tongue and groove type ?oor panel of substantial size 

. whichtcan be placed directly on the joists of a building 
to makeup the entire ?oor thickness thereof and with 
the panels being of suf?cient area that the floor lays up 
very quickly thus eliminating a great‘. deal of the labor 
ordinarily associated with sucha work‘ operation. 
These and other objects and advantages will become 

more apparent upon reference to ‘the accompanying draw 
uings int-which: . 
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iJFigure lis a perspective View showing, somewhat dia- _. 
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‘ grammatically, a ?oor panel according to my ‘invention; 
Figure 2 is a perspective view similar‘ to Figure 1 but 

showing the top and intermediate panels ‘cutback to show 
the manner in which ‘the three thicknesses of the panelof 
Figure 1 inter-?t. ‘ 

Figure 3 is a sectional view through the ?oor portion 
of a building showing the joistsand the manner in which 
a panel according to the present invention lays up thereon. 

Figure 4 is a perspective view showing the manner in 
which the present invention could be adapted for forming 
a two-ply ?ooring panel to belaid on a conventionalsub 
floor; 

Figure 5 is a view like ‘Figure 1 but shows the .top 
floor in the form of strips rather than blocks; 

Figure 6 isa plan view‘showing a panel somewhat like 
that illustrated in vFigure 1 ‘except with the individual 
blocks of thepanel being formed of small stripsto form 
a parquet surface e?ect. ‘ > 

Figure 7 is a ‘sectional view indicated ‘byline 7—7 
of Figure 1 showing theindividualiplies 'of the surfaae 
sections of the ?oor panel. . 

Referring tothe. drawings somewhat more in detail 
the floorpanel illustrated in Figure 1 comprises a bottom 
section 10, an intermediate section 12, and a top section 
14. Bottom section 10 is of ply-wood as‘ is also inter 
mediate sectionlZ. The top section14 is also-composed 
of plywood but .is in the form. of individual rectangular 
blocks 16 having a hard wood upper facing suitable .-for 
a ?oor surface and ?nished smooth andwithradja‘cent 
blocks 16 laid, preferably, so that they are respectivelyat 
right angles. 9 
.It is preferred that the three layers be ofthe same 

overall dimensionsandthis enablesthe top and bottom 
layers‘ to be arranged in ‘exact vertical alignment with 
each 'otherwhile the intermediate layer or section 12 .is 
off-set longitudinally and laterally thereby forming va 
tongue on two adjacent edges of the panel in andaa ‘cor 
responding groove on the othertwo adjacent edges. 

The plies making .upwthersections ‘Ill, .12 and 14. may 
vary considerably‘ as to the make up‘ but a preferred 
arrangement is .to have the bottom-mostply vof section 

' 10 ofsubstantial ‘thickness and to have the top-most ‘ply 
of ‘section 14 ofsubstantial thickness. This provides for 
ample material for‘ ?nishing both faces ‘of the panel.‘ 
The entire panel may vary in thickness although it 

is preferred that‘it be‘ no thinnerthan %” and it“ may 
‘be 1" ‘to 11/2”. {depending on .the requirements of the 
builder. ‘ ‘ 

The actual arrangement ‘of the diiierentsections of 
the panel of Figure 1.. andthe. ‘approximate relative thick 
ness‘ of the‘ plies therein will ‘morerclearly be .seenin 
‘Figure 7 ‘which is a‘section through one edge of. panel 
of Figure 1 in somewhatrenlarged scale.‘ This view also 
showsfthe groove ‘18 that. extends about two edges‘of 
the panel and which may advantageously ‘be somewhat 
tapered on .the; top to. receive the'tongue ‘of ‘the next 
adjacent panel which may. similarly bes‘omewhat ‘tapered 
on‘the top surface ‘to 1 match the tapered surface of the 
tongue. ‘ ‘ ‘ V ‘ ‘ 

As ‘will be seen in Figure 2 the three sections ‘of floor 
panels are connected ‘by. conventional gluing ‘ methods 
by‘ applying an ‘adhesive 20 ‘between the layers and'then 
pressing them together and permitting the. adhesive to 
set. > ‘ ' 

The‘panel of Figure lis made up of three sectionsjwbut 
it will be evident that the panel could consist of merely 
twosectionsr as shown in Figure 4 and be laid 'on‘ sub 
“?ooring 22. The backing of the panel is indicated it at 
:24 and comprises plywood and ‘the topx?oorat‘26 may 
;be ,madejup of‘panels of any.suitablewtyperand‘zthese 

;. may be plywoodalsoor may‘ consistofiindividual strips 
1. of .?ooring“ wood as- illustrated. ‘As? in» the ease; .otvthe 



panel of'Figure 1 panels 24 and 26 are preferably set 
up to provide a tongue and groove effect for interlocking 
the adjacent panels and provide for a sealing overlap 
therebetween. 

Figure 5 illustrates a panel like Figure'l except the 
top ?oor 28 thereof is in the form of strips and which 
strips may be the entire thickness of the top section of 
the panel, or may comprise veneer strips forming the 
top ply of the plywood making up ‘the top section of 
the panel. 

Figure 6 shows a still further modi?ed panel arrange 
ment in which the top face of the panel presents a 
parquet surface effect by means of parquet blocks 30' 
arranged ,on a backing similar to the previously de 
scribed panel arrangements. 
A feature of the present invention resides in the fact 

that a panel of substantial size when glued up in the 
manner described and illustrated, tends to warp so as 

' to be concave upwardly. This effect will be noted in 
Figures 1 and 5 and in Figure 3 it will be seen how the 
panel appears when put in place on the ?oor but before 
it is nailed ‘to the joists. 
The showing in Figure 3 illustrates a plurality of ad 

'jacent joists 31 and at the extreme right side of the view 
is the left edge of a panel 32 ?xed in place on the joists. 
Leftwardly of panel 32 is a panel 34 receiving in its 

- groove '36 the tongue at the left edge of panel 32. It 
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will be noted that panel 34 curves upwardly before being . 
?xed in position against the joists. When the panel 34 
is pulled down into the position indicated by the dot 
dash outline 38 it will be ?at and press against the joists 
from one edge to the other thereby eliminating squeaking 
and cracking of the ?ooring. The panels may be nailed 

' in place or there may be an adhesive applied between the 
joists and the panels ‘or both may be employed in order 

‘to arrive at a particularly permanent and tight structure. 
It will be evident that the floor panels could be laid on 
sub-?ooring if so desired with the advantage obtaining 
that all nails in the panels could be invisible with a suit 
able adhesive connecting the panels to the sub-?ooring. 

I claim: 
'1. In a ?oor panel; a plywood surface layer having 

its upper ply of substantial thickness and of hardwood, 
a core layer applied to the back of said surface layer 
and off-set therefrom in two directions and adhesively 
connected to the top layer, and a backing layer in align 
ment with the top layer and adhesively bonded to the 
back of said core layer whereby integral tongues and 
grooves are formed about the panel, and said panel being 
characterized in that it is at least slightly concave up 

'-wardly whereby it bears against joists on which it is 
laid up with su?icient pressure to prevent squeaking 
and cracking. 

2. In a floor panel; a plywood surface layer having its 
upper ply of substantial thickness and of hardwood, a core 
layer applied to the back of said surface layer ando? 
set therefrom in two directions and adhesively connected 
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to the top layer, and a backing layer in alignment with . _ 
the top layer whereby integral tongues and grooves are 
formed about the panel, and said panelbeing character 
ized in'that it is at least slightly concave upwardly. where 
by it bears against joists on which it is laid up with sul? 
cient pressure to prevent squeaking and cracking, the 

.said upper ply of the top layer being made up of blocks 
with the grain of adjacent blocks at respectively right 
angles to each other. 

3. In a ?oor panel; a plywood surface layer having its 
upper ply of substantial thickness and of hardwood, a core 
layer applied to the back of said surface layer and off-set 
therefrom in two directions and adhesively connected to 
the top layer, and a backing layer in alignment with the 
top layer whereby integral tongues and grooves are formed 

. about the‘ panel, and said panel being characterized in that 
-it is__ atleast slightly concave ‘upwardly wherebyrit bears 

~' against joists on which it is laid up with sufficient pressure 
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to prevent squeaking and cracking, at least the top ply of 
the upper layer of the panel being formed of strips extend 
ing the length of the panel. 

4. In a ?oor panel; a plywood surface layer having its 
upper ply of substantial thickness and of hardwood, a 
core layer applied to the back of said surface layer and 
off-set therefrom in two directions and adhesively con 
nected to the top layer, and a backing layer in alignment 
with the top layer and adhesively bonded to the back of 
said core layer whereby integral tongues and ‘grooves 
are formed about the panel, and said panel being charac 
terized in that it is at least slightly concave upwardly 
whereby it bears against joists on which it is laid up with 
sul‘?cient pressure to prevent squeaking and cracking, at 
least the top layer of the upper layer of the panel being 
formed of narrow strips laid up in a block pattern. 

5. In a ?oor panel; a plywood surface layer having its 
upper ply of substantial thickness and of hardwood, a core 
layer applied to the back of said surface layer and off-set 
therefrom in two directions and adhesively connected to 
the top layer, and a backing layer in alignment with the 
top layer and adhesively bonded to the back of said 
core layer whereby integral tongues and grooves are 
formed about the panel, and said panel being characterized 
in that it is at least slightly concave upwardly whereby 
it 'bears against joists on which it is laid up with su?icient 
pressure to prevent squeaking and cracking, at least the 
top layer of the upper layer of the panel being formed of 
narrow strips laid up in parquet pattern. ' 

6. In a building structure; spaced ?oor joists, and floor 
panels laid up on the floor joists and forming the ?oor, 
said panels being of substantial size and comprising'a 
plurality of layers of plywod integrally bonded together, 
and said panels being characterized in being at least slight 
ly concave upwardly before being ?xed to the joists. 

7. In a building structure; spaced ?oor joists, and ?oor 
panels laid up on the [?oor joists and forming the ?oor, 
said panels being of substantial size and comprising a 
plurality of layers of plywood integrally bonded together, 
and said panel being characterized in being at least slight 

\ ly'concave upwardly before being ?xed to the joists, said 
panels having inter-engaging tongues and‘grooves about 
the edges. 

8. In a building structure; spaced ?oor joists, and ?oor 
panels laid up on the floor joists and forming the floor, 
said panels being of substantial size and comprising a 
plurality of layers of plywood integrally bonded together, 
and said panel being characterized in being at least slight 
ly concave upwardly before being ?xed to the joists, said 
panels having a surface ply of substantial thickness and 
of hardwood whereby the panel can be ?nished in a con 
ventional manner after being laid up on the joists. 

9. A method of ?ooring a building having joists which 
comprise; preparing floor panels of a substantial area so 
that the panels will span a plurality of spaces'fbetween 
the joists, forming said panels so as to be concave up 
wardly, and ?xing the panels to the joists so that the 
panels are?at and thus bear down on the joists between 
the edges of the panels thereby preventing squeaking and 
cracking of the floor, said method also including the step 
of overlaping the edges of panels whereby the panels are 
sealingly inter-?tted. 
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